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  Why is this important? 



Hot leads fizzle 



Progress Stalls 



Prospects Lie to you 



“Will I EVER get the 

next customer?” 



Rhythm… 



CONTROL… 



A View of the future 



ACTION! 



Pipeline…  
 Revenue…  

Growth… 



“If you don’t have a 
system for selling, 
you’re at the mercy of 
your buyer’s system 
for buying.” 

   - David Sandler 



5 Key Principles 



#1: Future Pace: Sell 
the next step 



“The Purpose of the call 
is to… 
 
“Then we’ll… 
 
“And if we knock that out 
today, the next step would 
be…” 



#2: Casting 





#3: Soft Contracts 



+Thank you for meeting the team. It was good to hear perspectives from Bill and John 
your technology team, and Janet from an operations point of view.�
�
Critical Business Issue: You shared that the key challenge you're facing right now is 
the manual process involved with managing your team’s technology project.�
�
Cost to the Business:. This is costing you at least 20 person-hours a week – the same 
as a half-time headcount, or roughly $50k. �
�
It's also leading to team turnover. Each new hire costs $10k in recruitment, hiring and 
training costs, not to mention the 2-3 months to get new team members contributing 
at full capacity.�
�
Solution: We showed you how XYZ Project Manager Software solves this by 
automating task management and tracking, which will result in reducing manual 
oversight by 95% and significantly reduce turnover because your best hires will be 
working on actual projects, not managing the day-to-day tasks as an admin.�
�
Next Steps: We agreed the next steps are for us to meet again by video call on Tuesday 
to build out a work plan for a 6-week pilot. I'll send over a couple of templates before 
the end of the day so you can see what information we'll need from your side to make 
the most of this time. �
�
Summary:�
Did I capture everything? OR Would you mind hitting 'reply' to confirm I've got this 
right? OR Anything missing, or are we good to go?



#4: Spacing 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=qRZmdzCGLYw  







“Got a quick question for 
you…” 

“Need your help…” 
 

“Before I send this over…” 
 

“Can we grab 10 
minutes?...” 

 



“Who the best person 
for…?” 
 
“Could I get a look at..? 
 

 



Work Plans… 
 



#5: Stalled Deal Strategy 



9-word Email 



Lukas,

Are you still looking for sales 
help growing pganalyze?

-Scott

9-word Email 



“Can I send you a Link?” 



“Are you heading to…” 



#6: Slow is smooth… 
  & Smooth is FAST 



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bAScsOS94iY  





Model… 



+
  
Tools & Resources 





http://salesqualia.com/member-page-sales-email-
strategies-templates-external-resources/  



http://salesqualia.com/member-page-sales-email-strategies-templates-
external-resources/  

Member Site: Soft 
Contracts 



http://salesqualia.com/member-page-pipeline-
analysis-management/  



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bAScsOS94iY  





Write & Send a Soft 
Contract 



Draft & Send 9-word 
Emails 



What are your  
OPEN LOOPS? 






